
Exposure to air pollution 
 
Exposition is quantified as population weighted 
concentration of relevant indicators: annual 
mean for PM2.5 and SOMO35 for ozone. 
 
Subgrid scale covariance of pollution and 
population is taken into account as well as the 
bias brought about by the climate model using 
quantile matching.  
 

 
 

Cost Benefit Analysis  
 
The sanitary benefits brought about by air pollution improvement as a result of climate policies can 
be compared to the cost of mitigation.  
 
We find that the expected health improvement largely compensates the increase in energy 
expediture. 
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Emission Projections 
 
We use the prospective scenarios developed for 
the Global Energy Assessment (2012): 
• Climate policy storylines matching the 

ambitions of RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 
• Explicit representation of air quality policies up 

to 2030 (using GAINS emission factors) 
• Possibility to derive associated cost of 

mitigation 
• Available in gridded form, split accros activity 

sectors, hence relevant for CTM modelling. 
 
The range of future changes is narrow in the RCPs 
and important discrepancies are found for the 
present time (possible differences in sector 
accounted for). 
 
The switch towards a low carbon energy 
production system is accompanied by a collateral 
reduction of air pollutant emissions, hence a 
lower cost of AQ legislation. 
 

Modelling Framework 
 

• We designed, developed and 
implemented a suite of climate 
and chemistry models designed to 
assess future air quality at the 
regional scale taking into account 
external factors such as climate 
change or long range transport of 
pollution in addition to regional air 
pollutant emission changes. 
 

• This suite of atmospheric models 
is embedded in a quantitative 
cost-benefit analysis framework in 
order to compare mitigation costs 
and expected sanitary benefits. 

Conclusion 
 

Using a new modelling suite, relying on the latest quantitative projections, and analysed in a cost-benefit framework, we could assess future air quality pointing out the 
relative role of external factors and concluding on the balance between the technological cost of mitigation and expected sanitary benefits. 

 

The main conclusions of the work regarding (1) the dominating role of emission reduction compared to external penalties and (2) the compensation of costs by 
projected sanitary benefits clearly argue in favor of the effectiveness and efficiency of climate mitigation. 

 

The comprehensiveness of the present modelling suite includes a number of assets, and also offers the possibility to highlight the main uncertainty sources and future 
research needs. Implementing a state-of-the-art chemistry transport model (Chimere) driven by regional climate projection (CORDEX) and using future boundary 
conditions (ACCMIP) allows quantifying the non-linear role of external factors. It also make the results more sensitive to possible biases in driving data than using fitted 
transfer functions. The main route to improve the robustness of the present findings consists in moving towards ensemble approaches, raising significant computational 
challenges for the years to come. 

Abstract : 
 

We present a first assessment of future air quality under CMIP5 scenarios. This assessment relies on explicit 
representation of climate mitigation and air quality legislation, hence including a quantification of associated costs. It 
also relies on comprehensive atmospheric models (global and regional climate as well as chemistry and transport) 
hence offering a detailed representation of external factors. The modelled air pollutant concentrations are analysed 
in a monetised health assessment framework in order to put the costs in perspective with the sanitary benefits. 

The main conclusion of this work are : (1) air pollutant emission reduction dominate the projected changes 
(compared to climate penalty and long range transport) and (2) mitigation costs are largely compensated by 
expected sanitary benefits. 
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Regional Climate Projections 
 
The global climate projection (IPSLcm5-MR member of CMIP5) is 
downscalled with WRF at 50km resolution (similar setup as the low 
resolution IPSL-INERIS member of Euro-Cordex). 
 
The regional climate model is colder and wetter than the reanalysis 
(ERA-Interim) over the past 10yr.  The magnitude of the bias is of the 
same order as the changes between present and future. 
 

 
 

Air Pollution Projections 
 
Ozone is underestimated  when using a climate model instead of 
reanalyses to drive the CTM. This difference is largely due to the 
impact of reduced incoming SW radiation (due to altered cloud cover) 
on biogenic emissions.  
PM2.5 concentrations are not largely impacted by the overestimated 
precipitations. 
Large reductions of ozone and PM2.5 are  projected, except under the 
reference scenario (no climate policy). 
 
 

Particulate Matter Composition 
 
Thanks to the reduction of primary aerosols and precursors, the relative 
importance of natural PM increase in the future. 
Amongst all secondary PM, SOA become prominent, because of the 
sustained biogenic emissions. 
The increase of NH3 emissions is not reflected in the NH4

+ projection 
(that decrease)  

 
  

Disentangling driving factors 
 
Sensitivity experiments (based on decadal simulations) changing only (1) emissions, (2) climate, and (3) boundary conditions allow quantifying 
the relative contributions of each external factor to the projection. 
 
Anthropogenic emission changes are found to dominate, but long range transport also constitute a major driving force for ozone.  
The magnitude of the climate penalty is found to evolve over time. 
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Health Impact Assessment 
 
Using relevant concentration response 
functions we can quantify the health oucome 
of exposure to air pollution in terms of  
premature death, number of hospital 
admissions, life years lost etc. 
 
In turn, using various monetisation reference 
values (Value of Statistical Life, used for valuing 
premature deaths or Value Of Life Year, used 
for valuing loss of life expectancy)  we can 
quantify the overall damage. 
 
The underlying HIA/monetisation model is 
AlphaRiskPoll (TSAP 2005 (CAFE) and 2013). 
 
Accounting for  changes in total population and 
age distribution yields, for instance,  to an 
increase in premature deaths from acute 
exposure to ozone in the REF scenario, even if 
population weighted ozone decreases sligthly . 
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